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Remote Unmediated Test Research 

Recommendations 

 Though both Hotjar and Optimizely come equipped with their own unique advantages, I 

recommend Optimizely to run remote unmediated A/B tests on the Duke Libraries’ website due 

to its automatic funneling function that routes users to one of two versions of a page.  

Optimizely automatically calibrates the results of the tests in percentages, which will help the 

researcher quickly analyze which version of the link preforms better  

 If the budget allows, I recommend purchasing Hotjar as a tool to supplement Optimizely.  

Hotjar’s heatmap visualizations convey information easily and quickly, but the major drawback 

of Hotjar is that it cannot automatically route patrons between two sites.  Hotjar includes 

additional tools, like recording the screens of users, and the option to add a survey to the page 

to gather data. Unlike Optimizely, Hotjar visualized information on the entirety of the page, 

rather than the specific links that were being tested.  This information, however, could already 

be gathered with different tools, like analytics. 

 The heatmap visualization showed that many users clicked on the reserving a room link (79 total 

clicks), more than any other link on the page on both A and B version of the test.  Thirteen of 

those clicks came from mobile devices.  I recommend moving the “reserve a room” link  up 

higher on the first column  so that users see that link faster, even when on portable devices   

Background 

Starting in December 2016, Julie Riegel researched multiple tools that could perform remote 

unmediated A/B tests in order to recommend a tool for the AUX department to use to perform 

unmediated remote A/B tests on the library’s website.  The tools researched included Hotjar, 

Validately, Optimizely, Viget Labs, and Bronto.   

After gathering information about the tools from each provider, Julie decided that either Hotjar 

or Optimizely would be the best fit for testing the Duke Libraries website.  Hotjar and Optimizely 

offer detailed explanations on how their software works, and include tutorials to walk 

researchers through creating and implementing tests.  Validately, Viget Labs, and Bronto were 

great tools, but they emphasized consultation services that were not necessarily needed due to 

the fact that Duke Libraries already has an AUX team to do the research.  For a more detailed 

summary of the tools, see the “Key Findings” section. 

After narrowing the choices, Julie and Tom Crichlow created a remote unmediated A/B pilot test 

to better understand how each tool would work the Duke Libraries’ context.  The purpose of the 

test was to see if users would click on a “renew” link on the Using the Libraries site, so we tested 
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the A original Using the Libraries page (https://library.duke.edu/using)against the B 

experimental page (https://library.duke.edu/using/using-the-library).  The test lasted from 

January 18-February 3, and while the “renew” link did not generate much traffic from users, the 

design of the test granted the necessary hands on experience using both tools. 

The original page generated 200 views, or 61.35%, while the variation page generated 126 

views, or 38.65% of traffic.1  Users had a 50% chance of landing on either page.  The Optimizely 

filtering tool, placed in the header section of the code, sent patrons to either page without 

noticeably slowing the loading time down.  Hotjar worked with Optimizely, and recorded the 

screens of a few users, while also recording where users direct their mouse, scroll their screen, 

and click on the screen. 

 

Key findings 

Hotjar: 

 Hotjar’s heat mapping system was very easy to visually analyze.  However, if researchers 

were interested in showing information via percentages, they would have to manually do 

the math to gather data 

 Does not allow for automatic routing between test A and B.  Instead, someone would have 

to manually change the tests at an interval to gather data  

 Offers additional services, like capturing videos of users’ screens, and a survey feature 

 The heat maps show where users “drop off” on pages, meaning where they stop scrolling, 

where users click, and where users move their mouse 

 Unlike Optimizely, researchers can see how the entire page did rather than a specific link in 

isolation.  Though the visualization of this information is very helpful, other analytics 

services might already log the statistics of each link on the page, making this feature 

superfluous   

Optimizely: 

 Optimizely can run tests on a variety of technology: 

o Web, Java, Javascript, Php, Python, Node, Ruby, Mobile: android and IOS 

 Easy to make experiments and to change elements on a site without changing Javascript—

another option is to create a link to route the user to an alternative page, as we did in the 

pilot A/B test 
                                                           
1
 Optimizely does track cookies, so the uneven count might have to do with the same users using the site, or it 

might have to do with people (like me) inserting a specific address in the link.   
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 Organizing scheme lets the researcher easily categorize experiments using keywords and 

tags 

Validately: 

 No mention of video recording capability 

 They emphasize their support team to help analyze the data—Duke AUX already has an 

infrastructure to do this, so this service would be unnecessary 

Bronto: 

 Not much information on website about how to implement remote unmediated A/B tests 

 The tool is more for commerce, meaning, it helps people write emails to customers to 

encourage customers to visit the online store, and it helps people go through with 

checkouts instead of leaving the site with items in a cart.  I think it will be hard to translate 

our stats using this tool 

Viget: 

 Used by Duke Admissions 

 Not much information on how to implement a test 

 Seems to be more of a consulting company—we don’t necessarily need consulations since we 

are already a department 

 

Appendix:  Hotjar Heatmaps, Screenshots of Optimizely Results  

Hotjar: 
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Scrolling Dropoff: Computer Screen 
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Scrolling Dropoff:  Tablet        Scrolling Dropoff: Phone 
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Movement map 
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Click map: Variation A 
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Click Map: Variation B 
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Tap Map Phone: Variation A             Tap Map Phone: Variation B 
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Optimizely: 
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